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Résumé en
anglais
Datatypes, like numbers or strings, are widely used in Knowledge Representation
(e.g. in RDF(S)/OWL or UML languages). The usual model of simple conceptual
graphs does not support datatypes. Some extensions of conceptual graphs have
been proposed for using datatypes, however these extensions often wander from
initial model of conceptual graphs by introducing for instance procedural relations
between nodes. This paper proposes a datatype extension for the simple
conceptual graph model. Our contribution is threefold. First, we allow the use of
datatypes for typing concept nodes. Second, we define two families of conceptual
graphs: factual graphs and query graphs, both close to initial model. Factual graph
is used to represent factual knowledge, including values of datatypes. Query graph
may contain concept nodes that represent conditional queries on values of
datatypes; these conditions are expressed by regular operators on datatypes.
Third, we adapt projection to operate from a query graph to a factual graph.
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